Solve the questions attached. They
all need you to use your times
tables in order to solve them.
Correct the sentences attached.
None of them have used standard
English – it is your job to fix this!

Date completed:

Date completed:

Create a time diary for one day.
Tell me what time you get up, go
to bed, eat, go out, leave for
school etc.
Tell me these times in digital and
also analogue using the blank
clock faces attached.
Date completed:

Write a descriptive paragraph. I
want you to use adjectives and
noun phrases. Describe a holiday
you have been on or a day out you
have had.

Date completed:
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Using your knowledge of place
value. Partition the numbers that
have been given to you on the
attached sheet.
Date completed:

Use your inference skills to answer
the questions about the picture
attached.
Date completed:

Choose ONE activity from the grid
above to complete each week and
hand in on Friday.

You should also be reading every
night and learning your weekly
spellings.

Solve the questions. They all need you to use your times tables in order to solve
them.
1.
a)
b)

What is:
Nine multiplied by ten?
Fourteen divided by two?

2.
a) How many fives are there in thirty?
b) What is eleven lots of two?
c) How many tens make thirty?
3. There are nine palm trees on a desert island.
Each palm tree has five coconuts growing on it.
How many coconuts are growing in total?

Using your knowledge of place value. Partition these numbers.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

253
642
5421
2001
4862
7094
4380
1527

Set these out just as we have done in school in our Mathematics books.

Use your inference skills to answer the questions about the picture.

Inference questions:
• What do you think happened to the ship in the background?
• Is this setting close to the surface of the water? How do you know?
• How long do you think the ship has been there? Explain your answer.

Create a time diary for one day. Tell me what time you get up, go to bed, eat, go
out, leave for school etc.
Tell me these times in digital and also analogue using the blank clock faces.

Correct the sentences. None of them have used standard English – it is your job to
fix this!
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

You don’t know nothing.
She never saw nobody.
I’m not helping no more.
I ain’t got none.
You’re not going nowhere.
They ain’t never happy.

